
 
 
 
 
 

An Introduction to Contemporary A cappella: A 
Public School Lesson Plan 
By Marc Silverberg 
 

Materials: 
Viewable screen, Speakers 

Vocabulary: 
Circle song, Vocal 
Percussion 

CD Info: Pages: 

Objectives: (What students will learn/be able to do) 
• Understanding the cultural significance of contemporary a cappella in today’s culture 
• Understanding the differences between barbershop and contemporary a cappella in 

relation to composition, performance style, and vocal technique. 
• Improvising in a group setting 
• Imitating instruments with the human voice 

Activities:  The Student(s) will… 
 

1. Play the following video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6K8mkytEMY 
2. Ask the students what they heard, and whether or not they thought the song was a 

cappella. 
3. Compare the following videos: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bpm3EGJlHF4 

and http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mb75M_Pbe8Q 
4. Ask the students: “What are the different approaches to the same song?” 
5. Talk about the style of contemporary a cappella. 

-Contemporary a cappella mainly covers the songs on the radio today and 
“popular music.” 
-Contemporary a cappella ensembles can range from all male, to all female, and 
mixed. 
-Contemporary a cappella imitates instruments and makes heavy use of rhythm. 

      6. Play the following video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t6WL7NYrT9Q 
           -Note that each part is short and repetitive. Contemporary a cappella arrangements    
           are based on short loops that comprise the harmonic structure of the song. Each  
          part imitates an instrument commonly found in a rock band. 

7. Ask the students to stand, and lead them in a circle song. Sing a two-to-four 
measure phrase and ask the students to improvise over that phrase. Let whatever 
happens, happens. 
8. Ask the students to suggest words and sounds, made only by the mouth, that 
imitate instruments such as piano, guitar, bass, trumpet, and other instruments. 
9. Lead the students in another circle song, but ask each student to imitate a particular 
instrument. 
10. Play the following recording: “Little Drummer Boy” by Five O’Clock Shadow from 
their album “Misfit Toys” Pay special attention to the drummer in the song. That is a 
vocal percussionist. 
11. Use the following video to help teach your students how to make vocal percussion 
sounds: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZWqThRI-yhc 
12. Hand out the following arrangement to your students (see attached). Listen to the 
recording by using the following video: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LphfbpLLhyk 
13. Ask your students to identify which lines in the arrangement are imitating which 
instruments. 
14. Rehearse the arrangement with your group. 

Focus / Assessment: (Concept or skills to be emphasized and assessed) 
Rhythm  Melody  Theory  Expressive Qualities  Form 
Harmony Style  Singing  Playing Instruments  Listening 
 

National Standards Achieved: 



Singing, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music. 
Performing on instruments, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music. 
Improvising melodies, variations and accompaniments. 
Composing and arranging music within specific guidelines. 
Reading and notating music. 
Listening to, analyzing and describing music. 
Evaluating music and music performances. 
Understanding relationships between music, the other arts and disciplines outside the arts. 
Understanding music in relation to history and culture. 
 
 


